HOW MEDELLÍN HAS GROWN
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FEAR (1990-2003)


TRUST (2016...?)
HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE CITY

POVERTY

MURDER RATES

Historical reduction in the murder rates for 2015

Source: DANE and SISC
THE CITY DOES NOT START OVER EVERY 4 YEARS
Integrated Multimodal Transit System

- Metro
- Tram
- Metrocables
- Cables
- Metroplús
- Public Bicycles
Betting for the Transformation

Connect the divided city
Integral Urban Projects - PUI
Puente Q. La Herrera la Francia - Andalucía
CAI Periférico La Avanzada
Integral Urban Project Comuna 13
Transport System - Escalators Before
Integral Urban Project Comuna 13
Transport System - Escalators After
Moravia Comprehensive Intervention 2004
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Moravia Comprehensive Intervention 2004
UVAs Articulated Life Units

UVA Versalles
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UVAs Articulated Life Units
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